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1 Introduction 

There are two types of consensus information which express the viewpoint of 
the majority (Mackie, 1987, p. 42; Freling and Dacin, 2010, p. 163): An 
individual can be informed that the majority of people are in favor of a product, 
support a topic, or are proponents of an idea. Alternatively, the individual can 
get the information that the majority of people dislike a product, reject a topic, 
or are opponents of an idea. The first case of consensus can be denoted as 
majority agreement and the latter case as majority disagreement. Numerous 
companies use information about majority agreement for promoting their 
products. In Figure 1, we present some examples to illustrate what information 
about majority agreement looks like in print advertisements or on company 
websites. For instance, in one of its ads, the Nivea brand company highlights the 
results obtained from 2,347 readers of the Freundin magazine that eight out of 
ten women would recommend “Nivea Pure and Natural Facial Creme” to their 
friends. To provide another example, in one of its ads, the Clearasil brand 
company states that 541 readers of the Glamour magazine tested “Clearasil 
Stayclear” and 81% of them found it “surprisingly soft to the skin.” These 
examples illustrate how companies refer to surveys and how they include the 
results consisting of high portions of the promoted product’s supporters into 
their advertising campaigns (i.e., majority agreement). In the following, we 
summarize findings from prior research on the effects of majority-agreement 
information and derive a gap of research. In our experiment, we investigated the 
effectiveness of the presence of majority-agreement information on the attitudes 
toward the promoted product depending on whether an argument in favor of this 
product is presented in the advertisement or not. Our conceptual model is shown 
in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1: Examples of majority-agreement information contained in advertisements 
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Figure 2: Conceptual model 

 

2 Previous Research 

Until now, there have been some studies that investigated the effectiveness of 
consensus information. This research can be separated into three streams.  

2.1 Comparison of Majority Agreement vs. Disagreement in the HSM 
Model 

Research findings: In the tradition of the heuristic-systematic model of 
persuasion, researchers compared the effect of majority disagreement to a 
product or to a topic to the effect of majority agreement on attitudes toward that 
product or topic, respectively, and included argument strength and personal 
relevance of the product/topic as additional variables. In the following, we 
present the findings of Maheswaran and Chaiken (1991), Darke et al. (1998), 
and Martin et al. (2007). We summarize the study details in Table 1 and the 
findings in Figure 3. Similar studies have been conducted by Martin and 
Hewstone (2003), Erb et al. (2006), and Martin et al. (2006). Overall, this 
research found that information about majority agreement is advantageous 
compared to information about majority disagreement. Moreover, this research 
revealed that the effect of majority agreement on attitudes is not contingent on 
the consumer’s personal relevance of the product/topic. 

Explanations: The latter finding is explained as follows: Basically, when 
individuals are exposed to an evaluation or decision task, they want to arrive at 
an accurate evaluation or a correct decision which implies high cognitive effort 
while collecting and processing information and – simultaneously – wish to 
invest little cognitive effort for conducting this task (“economic concern”). 
When a product or a topic is highly relevant for the individual, achieving high 
accuracy is more important than reducing one’s cognitive effort. When a product 
or a topic has low personal relevance, reducing cognitive effort is more 
important than achieving high evaluation accuracy. Under the condition of high 
personal relevance, individuals are willing to spend a greater deal of effort and, 
thus, possess abilities to process arguments as well as heuristic cues such as 
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consensus information. In conditions of low personal relevance, due to the 
“sufficiency principle,” individuals are likely to rely on easy-to-process 
information. Because consensus information can easily be processed, individuals 
use this piece of information in conditions of low and high personal relevance of 
the product/topic. 

 
Table 1: Experimental designs of authors testing the effect of majority-agreement vs. 
majority disagreement information in the stream of the heuristic-systematic model  
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2.2 Comparison of the Majority-Agreement to the Consensus-Information-
Absent Condition 

Research findings: Other researchers (e.g., Erb et al., 1998; Codaccioni and 
Tafani, 2011) compared the impact of majority agreement to a condition where 
consensus information was absent. The presence of information about majority 
agreement turned out to be beneficial for promoting a product or a project 
compared to the consensus-information-absent condition. 
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Figure 3: The effect of majority agreement/disagreement in combination with argument 
strength and the consumer’s personal relevance of the product/topic 
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Explanations: Literature on this topic discusses several reasons why the 
presence of majority-agreement information positively affects evaluations. First, 
Moscovici (1980) stated that there is a general need by individuals for social 
recognition and acceptance. If people adopt the opinion of the majority they can 
optimize social recognition when the relevant opinion is expressed in public or 
when the behavior is visible to others. This response is also denoted as 
compliance to the majority. Second, Mackie (1987, p. 42) hypothesized that the 
opinion of the majority is regarded “as reflecting objective reality.” Individuals 
are likely to believe that the true value of an issue is mirrored by the impression 
of the majority about that issue. This belief is also denoted as the consensus-
implies-correctness heuristic. Similarly, Cialdini (2007, p. 105) argued that 
people believe that they are able to reduce the danger of making a false decision 
when they adopt the behavior of the majority: “The greater the number of people 
who find an idea correct, the more a given individual will perceive the idea to be 
correct.” Thirdly, the positive effect of majority agreement can be the result of a 
process of misattribution. Generally, individuals are interested in looking for 
causes for phenomena they observe. In particular, when consumers gain 
information about the preferences of the majority, the cause and the consequence 
could be mistaken. If something is desirable, then numerous people may strive 
for it. Misattribution occurs if consumers infer that an item is desirable from the 
information about a high rate of people preferring it. Fourthly, Mackie (1987, p. 
42) argued as follows: If people disagree with the position of the majority, they 
would feel the need to think about why they refuse to agree, which requires 
cognitive effort. On the contrary, when people agree with the position of the 
majority, they are unlikely to feel the need to think about why they should accept 
this position. Thus, this task needs less cognitive activity. Consequently, if 
people wish to evaluate a product/topic without investing much cognitive effort, 
they are likely to follow the position of the majority. Fifthly, individuals may 
have learned through a socialization process that they receive social approval 
when they adopt good manners that are practiced by many other people. 
Otherwise they received social disapproval if they refused to adopt these good 
manners. Thereby, individuals may have learnt that “the majority is right” and 
transfer this relation to different fields such as product evaluation. 

2.3 Variables Moderating the Effectiveness of Majority-Agreement 
Information 

Literature also investigated factors that increase the effect of majority-agreement 
information. Factors that increase the effect of majority-agreement information 
are also investigated through different literature. 

Susceptibility for interpersonal influence: Chang (2012) investigated the 
moderating role of the individual’s susceptibility for interpersonal influence and 
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found that this variable amplified the effect of majority agreement; however, in 
another study, this author found no moderating effect of the individual’s general 
predisposition as being interdependent or independent from the position of 
relevant others, which is rather similar to the concept of susceptibility (Chang, 
2010).  

Level of majority agreement: As another moderating variable, the level of 
majority agreement was considered. For instance, in advertisements, the 
company could mention that 90%, 95%, or 100% of the group whose opinion is 
reported recommended the product. Regarding this issue, prior research 
provided mixed results (Beltrami and Evans, 1985; Freling and Dacin, 2010). 
Beltrami and Evans (1985) mentioned that consumers are highly skeptical about 
the truth of very high percentages of majority agreement, consider them as not 
believable, and use this impression for devaluating the promoted product.  

Peer-group-based vs. general-public-based majority: For instance, a reader 
of the Glamour magazine could interpret consensus information derived from a 
survey under readers of this magazine as peer-group information. On the other 
hand, this reader might interpret consensus information derived from a survey 
among a representative sample of consumers as the general-public agreement. 
Chang (2012) considered this aspect as a moderating variable for the 
effectiveness of majority-agreement information but did not find an effect. 

Sample size for assessing majority agreement: Another moderator is the size 
of the sample which is used to infer majority agreement. As our examples in 
Figure 1 show, the reported sample size could be rather small (e.g., 291 in the 
case of the ad of the Dove brand) or very large (e.g., 5,000 in the case of one of 
the shown ads of the Nivea brand). Beltrami and Evans (1985) and Darke et al. 
(1998) focused on this aspect and reported mixed results. The firstly cited 
authors found that the sample size increased the effect of majority agreement in 
the condition of high personal relevance of the promoted product. 

3 Gap in Research and Hypotheses 

Based on these findings, we looked for a gap in research which further studies 
could close. The findings from the studies in the tradition of the heuristic-
systematic model of persuasion compare majority agreement to strong majority 
disagreement. Although these studies are highly valuable for theory development 
and testing, considering majority disagreement as the reference for assessing the 
effect of majority agreement is unsuitable for deriving recommendations whether 
to use this piece of information or not. Advertisers are likely interested to gain 
insight into the effect of providing information about majority agreement 
compared to not providing such information. Thus, majority agreement should 
be compared to the absence of such information. 
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In the studies that actually compared the effectiveness of majority-agreement 
information to a control condition (where consensus information is absent), the 
researchers did not consider the relevance of simultaneously presented 
arguments and did not compare low- to high-relevancy conditions. Because 
majority-agreement information is easy to process (at least in the cases of real 
ads shown in Figure 1, in the cases of studies summarized in Figure 3, and in the 
cases of the stimulus material we intended to use), considering different levels of 
personal relevancy is of seemingly less importance. Thus, we focus on 
additionally considering the presence vs. absence of arguments in favor of the 
product. We test: 

H1: The presence of majority-agreement information in advertisements 
compared to its absence improves attitudes toward the promoted product when 
arguments in favor of the product are absent. 
H2: The presence of majority-agreement information in advertisements 
compared to its absence improves attitudes toward the promoted product when 
arguments in favor of the product are present. 

4 Study 

Experimental design: We conducted an experiment and used a 2 (majority-
agreement information: present or absent) × 2 (argument in favor of the product: 
present or absent) factorial between-subjects design. We replicated this 
experiment for six products (Samsung laptop, Opel Corsa, Garnier cleansing 
toner, Nivea body lotion, Kasai makeup, and Biorepair toothpaste). Because 
prior research had shown that the individuals’ predisposition to be generally 
interdependent vs. independent from the opinion of others and that peer-group-
based vs. general-public-based majority agreements are no relevant moderators, 
we did not include these factors.  

Test stimuli: We created four versions of print advertisements for each of 
these products. All ad versions contained an image of the promoted product and 
a slogan. The versions differed regarding the presence or absence of the 
majority-agreement information and regarding the presence or absence of a 
product argument. We considered different types of arguments (e.g., search 
claims such as “Always a clear view due to the high resolution screen” in the 
case of a laptop, experience claims such as “The makeup with nourishing mat 
effect. Covers perfectly for twelve hours” in the case of a makeup, and credence 
claims such as “Protects the environment due to low emissions” in the case of a 
car; see Table 2).  
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Table 2: Arguments included in the print advertisements 

 

However, we did not systematically manipulate the type of argument. We 
used the findings from prior research to decide on further aspects. For instance, 
as noted above, the level of majority agreement should not be extremely high. 
Otherwise, consumers might be skeptical about the validity of the information. 
That is why we used figures around 90% to indicate the existence of a majority 
of people who shared the same favorable opinion toward the promoted product. 
We referred to sizes ranging between 300 and 500 consumers for assessing 
majority agreement. In Figure 4 and Figure 5, we show the created ad versions 
for the Nivea brand and the Kasai brand. 
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Figure 4: Examples of test stimuli for the Nivea brand 
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Figure 5: Examples of test stimuli for the Kasai brand 
 
 

Sample: In total, 760 female students from a university located in the South 
of Germany (Mage = 23.58 years, SD = 3.703) took part in our experiment. Data 
collection took place between 2011 and 2015. However, for each product, the 
data was collected within a small span of time.  

Procedure: For the Opel Corsa and the Samsung laptop, data was collected 
with the use of an online survey tool. The data for the other products was 
gathered through face-to-face interviews. The test persons were exposed to one 
version of the 24 advertisements and could view it for as long as they wished.  
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Measures: After viewing, the participants indicated their attitudes toward the 
promoted product by agreeing or disagreeing to “attractive,” “likeable,” “good,” 
and “appealing” on a seven-point scale (α = .923). Imhoff and Erb (2009) 
recommended considering the consumer’s need for uniqueness when the effect 
of majority agreement is investigated. Thus, we adopted some statements from 
Tepper Tian et al. (2001, p. 55) to assess this construct in the questionnaire. The 
test persons agreed or disagreed to “I collect unusual products as a way of telling 
people I am different,” “I rarely act in agreement with what others think are the 
right things to buy,” and “When products and brands I like become extremely 
popular, I lose interest in them” on a seven-point scale (α = .687)). Consumer 
differences regarding this control variable did not affect our findings at all.  

Manipulation check: We analyzed whether including the argument (arg) into 
the advertisement actually increased product attitudes. We considered the 
conditions where majority-agreement information (mai) was absent and found 
that this manipulation worked as intended (Marg absent, mai absent = 3.76, Marg present, mai 

absent = 4.46, F(1; 389) = 25.214, p < .001). We refrained from conducting a 
manipulation check for the majority-agreement information because the 
manipulation was obvious to the test persons. 

Results and hypotheses tests: We calculated the mean values and the 
standard deviations for each test condition and show the results in Table 3. We 
collapsed data across the products because the effects of the majority-agreement 
information and the presence of an argument in favor of the product did not 
differ systematically across the products. In Hypothesis 1, we expected a 
positive effect of the presence (vs. absence) of majority-agreement information 
in the argument-absent condition. The results are in line with this presumption 
(Marg absent, mai absent = 3.76, Marg absent, mai present = 4.49, F(1; 355) = 22.532, p < 
.001). In Hypothesis 2, we also predicted this effect for the argument-present 
condition. However, we did not find this effect (Marg present, mai absent = 4.46, Marg 

present, mai present = 4.43, F(1; 401) = .042, NS) and thus have to reject this 
presumption. 
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Table 3: The effect of majority-agreement information depending on the presence vs. 
absence of an argument in favor of the promoted product 

 

 
Interpretation: We presume that our experimental setting did not motivate 

the test persons to deal intensely with the promoted product. Thus, they simply 
scrutinized whether there is or is no information in favor of the product to justify 
a more positive evaluation and did not care about the kind and the number of 
favorable pieces of information.  

Limitations: The findings are based on data from female students and, thus, 
are not generalizable to other consumer segments. Moreover, we only 
considered few products in our survey. Finally, we did not manipulate argument 
strength or the consumer’s personal relevance of the product to gain deeper 
insights into the conditions of effectiveness of majority-agreement information. 

5 Implications for Practice 

Our study indicates that the use of majority-agreement information is only 
effective if arguments in favor of the product are not present in advertisements. 
When any argument is provided, majority-agreement information is ineffective.  

Surprisingly, individuals don’t add up both pieces of information. One 
reason could be the low believability of high consensus information: Individuals 
use such information only when no other information is available. Therefore, 
when companies have difficulties to explicitly express benefits of their products 
compared to competitor products (e.g., suppliers of all-purpose glue), the use of 
majority-agreement information seems to be helpful for persuasion purposes. 
Next and also surprising, the effect of the presence of majority-agreement 
information does not depend on whether the presented argument can be 
classified as search, experience, or credence claim. Economics of information 
would suggest that majority-agreement information is effective when it 
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accompanies experience claims (because then it validates the argument). 
Contrarily to this position, we recommend using majority-agreement information 
for any type of product when effective arguments are not available 
independently of whether the main product’s benefit can be seen before 
consumption, after consumption, or not seen even after consumption. We learnt 
from our results that individuals like to get a cue (independently of whether it is 
an argument or a heuristic cue such as majority-agreement information in favor 
of the product) that enables them justifying a favorable evaluation of the 
promoted product. This effect exists for fast-moving-consumer goods such as 
toothpaste as well as for expensive categories such as automobiles. 
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